Ward, 2 and Taha3 have introduced a new, systematic appr>ach to current algebraic sum rules, both at fixed q2 and in the lim bj ' which takes as its starting point the familiar quark equal-time current algebra and Bjorken scaling. This approach is to be compared with that of Dicus, Jackiw, and Teplitz4 (DJT), which takes as its starting point the more model dependent quark light-cone algebra. 596 Let us remark that both of these approaches represent an improvement over the naive infinite momentum method for deriving sum rules in the sense that both consider the contributions of a wider class of intermediate states than does the naive method.
Specifically, while the approach of DJT does not handle the fixed-mass class II states of Adler and Dashen, 7 it does, for example, handle the scaling Z graphs. As is well-known, the naive pO -03 method neglects both Z graphs and class II states.
On the other hand, the approach of Refs. 1,2,3 in principle permits the inclusion of all kinds of intermediate states. However, in the form in which it was introduced, a convergence presumption (Eq. (2.7) below) about the inclusion of states near x = -q2/2Mv = 0, -1 was made. 8 As a result of this assumption, certain possible contributions are not systematically considered.
Below, we shall argue that this assumption can be relaxed somewhat by invoking continuity in dynamics (the correspondence principle recently discussed by Bjorken and Kogut') and that the resulting formalism explicitly considers all kinds of states.
This extended formalism will also be seen to provide a natural, generalized formulation of the truncation theory of Cornwall, Corrigan, and Norton (CCN) . 10
In addition, the formalism will be seen to imply sum rules relating the residue functions of the respective structure functions to their q2 -. 00 fixed hadronic mass limits.
%ur ideas will be illustrated in the case of the spin independent Schwinger term sum rule of CCN to facilitate comparison with the work of these authors.
However, it will be apparent from the discussion that the ideas pertain to all components of the quark equal-time current algebra and, hence, represent a complete,systematic discussion of all current algebraic sum rules, both at fixed q2 and in the li "aj ' which considers all classes of intermediate states.
A discussion in this connection of the other components of the equal-time algebra will appear elsewhere. 11
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we extend the formalism where Ip > is a nucleon state of 4-momentum p (we suppress spin labels), the G are the full V-A currents, and the Wi are the by now familiar structure functions of q2 and v = q. p /M (M denotes the nucleon rest mass). We shall always ignore the possibility of time reversal violation in (2.1). Now, as is well known, Eq. (2.1) and standard equal-time current algebra give, for z.'?; = 0, J co dv M Wab -co P() I-iv = ';; k,, gA) + ';; (q) (2.2) where C ab PV is a definite linear combination of the vector and axial vector couplings gv, gA, and Pi:(<) is the Schwinger term polynomial in z and satisfies
Isolating the kinematically independent portions of (2.2) we have in general equations of the type co I dv I@, P) = R (2.4) 0 where B is a number which is known from equal-time current algebra and I(q,p) is a linear combination of structure functions with known functions of q, p 2s coefficients.
Here, let us remark that in the naive p. -~0 approach, one interchanges the integration over v in (2.4) with the limit p. -00. Of course, it is well lmow'n that this 'interchange is suspect -although it leads to Adler Is 12 sum rule for W2 when p=O=v in (2. We may treat the other term in (2.7) as follows. Note that any delicacies near x= -1 should be related by crossing to delicacies near x= 1. A possible meaningful asymptotic limit near x= 1 is the fixed hadronic mass limit v --03 with 2Mv + q2 + M2 G p2 fixed.
10 However, the function go near x= -1 is evidently not appropriate for discussing this limit.
For this reason, we use crossing and Lange variables from x on qi near x=-I to p2 on qi near x= 1, where qt is given by (2.6). Let H denote the fixed p2 limit of I(qi, -<, p) as p. -00. constraints on Regge residues. These last two statements will now be illustrated by a discussion of the spin-independent Schwinger term sum rule of CCN.
III. ILLUSTRATION OF THE EXTENDED APPROACH
We choose to illustrate the application of (2.10) in the particular case of the spin independent Schwinger term sum rule of CCN in order to facilitate comparison with the truncation theory of these authors. We shall first derive the sum rule in the fashion of references 1,2,3 (Eq. 2.6) making the convergence assumption (2.7). Then we shall present the truncated version due to CCN. Finally, we shall see what (2.10) (our extension of the approach of references 1,2,3) has to say concerning this sum rule. We turn now to the derivation based on (2.6) and (2.7).
The sum rule under discussion obtains from the p = 0, v = i, i = 1,2,3 aspect of (2.2) and (2.4). Considering this aspect, we find The dispersive approach of CCN allows one to proceed.as follows. One presumes only (fixed) Regge poles with J # 0 occur in the Wi so that in the
(3.5)
In general, as we have already observed, due to these poles, Eq. (3.2)
may not obtain, However, consider the truncated functions 10 The LHS of (3.9) would appear to be ill-defined.
However, we shall give it an explicit meaning momentarily.
To proceed, we require the form of H, the limit of I (qi, -$, p) as po-~0 with p2 fixed. This limit was first discussed by CCN in the context of the DGS17 representation for forward current-hadron scattering amplitudes. 18 These authors showed that if the imaginary part V of such an amplitude scales in the sense li%j v = Ftx) (3.11) then it follows from the DGS representation that V has the following form 10
where the h m are spectral functions and the G,(z) decrease faster than zWm for large z and are not involved in the scaling (3.11). If any of the Gm are non-zero, then V grows like vn(n 2 1) V--L 00 with p2 fixed. The data do not (to quote CCN) "unequivocally rule out the possibility of small terms of this kind in the cross sections . I1 However, these terms were considered to be sufficiently implausible that they were suppressed in the discussion of CCN.
In what follows, for the sake of generality, we shall treat the Gm explicitly and employ the complete representation (3.12) in describing the form of V as v --00 with p2 fixed. Obviously, the behavior of a general V in the latter limit determines the structure of H. Now it is apparent from (3.12) that the form of V in the p2 fixed, v ---M limit is determined by the Gm and by the behavior of ho(G) p) and hl(cr, /3) near Ip I = 1. For example, suppose, for V odd under crossing, hI(u, /3) behaves near Ipl = 1 as -hl(a, P) = c hlyP) (l-MI)-' E(P) -I-+,P) Y (3. 13) where E(P) 3 p/l pl , and hl(a, p) is regular as I pl -+ 1. From (3.12) it follows that (3.13) makes the following contribution to the fixed -p2, v --00 limit of v:
(3. 14)
We shall employ this form (3.14) in what follows. The generalization of our results to an arbitrary behavior for V in the fixed -p2 , q2 -M limit will be 19) and qf = qf(p2,<, p,) = p2-M2-2 q;po .
We may now turn to the interpretation of the LHS of (3.9).
When we introduce (3.18) into (3.9) we see that the LHS of the latter equation still generally appears to be ill-defined. However, one may interpret it by using the asymptotic behavior of the Ci o1. Specifically, in analogy with , 5, o!' it follows from Eq. with n/p, -0. There will only be a denumerable number of independent nonvanishing functions of 77, p. as 77, po-03 with n/pa-0. In the appendix, we argue that Eq. (3.9) is to be interpreted as the statement that the coefficients of these functions are to be set equal to zero. This is nothing but a natural generalization of the truncation ideas of CCN. These authors only isolated the constant and logarithmic terms in q p0 in (3.9) as 7, p0 -co with ?-/PO-0 when Q! f 0 in (3.10). Here, we may in principle isolate the coefficient of each independent non-Tanishing function of (n, p,) in the neighborhood of (CO, W) with n/p0 -0.
To illustrate, we presume {CZ} = {0,1/Z, 11 in Eqs. The usefulness of the ci and El Q is immediate: they have nice integrability 9 properties in the appropriate regions of their arguments so that they will facilitate the isolation of the various independent functions of (71, p, ) in Eq. (3.9) in the vicinity of (KJ, m) with q/p0 -0. Thus, we rewrite Eq. (3.9) in terms of the Gi and cl ac and obtain for q2 < 0 , 1 J -2p;s2hM +2M 2 4u2 1-10 (3.22) where T = max {x0, l), H is given by (3.18)) and we are using the fact that J=O is a nonsense point for the amplitudes under discussion. where we have again used the fact that J=O is a nonsense point for the amplitudes under discussion. 10
The constraint (3.23) is well known to follow from the scaling behavior (3. 3).
The results (3.24) and (3.25) are new. Equation We should remark that the generalization of (3.23)) . . . , (3.26) to an arbitrary behavior of the Wi in the limit in (3.16) is immediate. In particular, if, as our theoretical prejudice 10 would suggest, the Wi are trivial in this limit, then the g* 1YP in(3.24),..., (3.26) are zero. However, quite independent of the triviality or non-triviality of the g. 1,p' we find the sum rules (3.24) and (3.25) very surprising. They may be taken to follow from Obviously, verification of these results will serve as evidence for the least substantiated of these ideas, namely, (4) and (5) It is only necessary to consider the case q, pod co with q/p0 -0, since this is what is involved in (3.9). Evidently, the asymptotic behavior of poI will be central to our purposes. In this connection, let us note that from (3.5)) (A. 1), and the correspondence principle it follows that as 17, po-00 with V/PO -0, poI approaches its Regge asymptotic form in the entire region of of integration over q2 in (A. 5 ). This will also be the case for the I(q,p) which occur in (2.4) for the other components of the equal-time current algebra. As -in th"e text above, we let R denote the Regge asymptotic form of poI. Then, the convergence of poI to R in the limit p. -co, T-M, rl/po -0 in the region of the q2 integration implies that. We consider next the region near x=-l in (A. 5).
We note that a possible physical limit near x= 1, is the fixed hadronic Introducing (A. 6) and (A. 11) into (A. 5) yields the desired result (3.9) and, thereby, the isolation prescription given in III. This completes our argument.
PO (A. 11)
Our discussion is seen to depend crucially on the physical notions of correspondence, scaling, and the asymptotic behaviors (3.5) and (3.16). This is as it should be, since, in general, without physical notions there should be no way a priori to argue in favor of the calculations in III. We conclude by remarking that, as we have attempted to indicate throughout our -discussion, the arguments in this appendix will pertain to all components of the equal-time current algebra in connection with (2.4).
